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----Final edition------

The best and the worst

Spring 1981
By ALAN ANDERSON
and MATT McGILLEN
Of the Campus Crier

While the spring of 1981 was not the worst of
times, it certainly was not the best of them either.
For those close to the university's happenings,
several major events took place - some of them on
the campus itseH and some of tliem elsewhere - all
affecting a large portion of the student population.
Other events, though perhaps not as earthshaking, but nonetheless involving the students of
Central, also played out their dramatic and
sometimes entertaining part of the quarter.
The ·following is brief summary of the quarter
compiled from the pages of the Campus Crier.

April 1-9
Bookstore Manager Resigns
Citing conflicting operating philosophies with his
supervisor, Director of Auxilary Services, Wendell
Hill, as well as what he termed "personal~' reasons,
University Bookstore Manager Fred Davenport announced his resignation, effective Sept. 1.
"For over a year I have not
been happy here," said
Davenport, who has been the
store
manager
since
December of 1978:
_
Davenport named what he
called "unspecific specifics"
for his departure. "The position . doesn't offer sufficient
growth potential, he said.
"While the monetary rewards
are adequate, I derive very litFRED DAVENPORT
tie personal satisfaction from
·
the work I do,"
At the time of his resignation, Davenport did not
have a_nother job awaiting him.
Voluntary $5 fee gains moderate supprort
Approximately 20 percent of those enrolling for
spring quarter paid the fee in a last-ditch effort to
boost the depleated the budgets of the athletic and
intramural departments.
The $5,000 in additional revenue will be divided
between the two departments allowing them to
maintain all current programs.
lucky Taylor arrested
Central basketball star Lucky Taylor, who had his .
share of trouble on the court this past season despite finishing as the Wildcats top scorer :.. . . found
trouble off the court as well.
'
The 6-foot-7 junior from Anchorage, Aiaska was arrested
April 2 for shoplifting from a
local business. Taylor's problems were compounded when
a routine computer check
revealed that he was wanted
for an outstanding Seattle
Police Department warrant,
resulting in his being .
LUCKY TAYLOR
transported back to Seattle.
Upon arrival in Seattle, it was discovered that the
computer had made an ·error, and that Taylor had
already been tried and convicted for assault in conncection with an incident that occured in Seattle last
December.

April 10-16
Central and ARS reach settlement
After five months ot negotiation with the Atlanta
Rhythm Section, the Associated students of Central
recovered all monetary losses as a result of the rock
group's cancellation of a nearly sold-out concert
which was to have taken place in Nicholson Pavilion
t 18.
0 c.
The ASC recovered $6,'200 in late March after a
series of phone calls and letters to .ARS' lawyer, according to CWU Assistant Attorney General Gary
Ikeda.
"The settlement was everything that we paid out
of our pockets," said Phil Patterson, .ASC concert
and fihn coordinator.

CWU student dies of brain hemmorhage
Blind since the age of 13 as a result of an operation
to remove a malignant brain tumor, and given only
12 months to live, Diana Betts seemed to be doing
well in her freshman year at Central.
But after being ill for several days, the 25-year-old
Yakima woman suffered a stroke and died in her
room April 13.

April 17-23
Ugandan student's funds delayed
Charles Kakeeto-Lwanga, one of 2,000 Ugandan
students attending U.S. universities, found himself
without enough money to continue his education
when a political revolution left his country in
dissaray .•
The 24-year-old junior, who had attended Central
since January of 1980, was repeatedly granted extensions by the university for his housing, with the
understanding that his country would soon send th~
necessary funds.
The latest report on Lwanga's situation is that the
money has still not arrived, and he is now temporarily·- he hopes-living with friends in California.

Nicholson named to national
board
CWU basketball coach Dean
Nicholson was named to the
regional advisory board that
will help select the United
States basketball team for the
World University Games.
Nicholson recently completed his 17th season as head
basketball coach. He has
coached the Wildcats to 15
NAIA District I titles and has
arr overall win-loss record of
387-127.

April 24-30
Tuition to jump $222
Tuition at CWU and other Washington regional
universities will become the highest in the 13
western states next year, as the current $618 per
year has been hiked to $867 for 1981-82, and to $942
' for the following year.
Students of Central, Western, Eastern and The
Evergreen State College will be paying $252 (37 percent) more than the average tuition rate of all the 13
western states, under the budget approved by the
Washington State Legislature.
The move, which was made in an effort to balance
the state budget, is the largest jump in state history.

May 1-7
CWU professor hurt in air crash
Central sociology Professor Jack Dugan was one of
five ·Kittitas County residents injured in a singleengine plane crash May 3 in the Schnebly Canyon
area, 12 miles northeast of Ellensburg.
Dugan suffered multiple body fractures, a skull
fracture and various internal injuries at the time,
according to a hospital spokesman.
He returned to his office early this week, although
he has still not completely recovered.
Helicopter target of rock thrower
Central student David George Johnson, 32, was
arrrested and charged with simple assult . and
disorderly conduct in connection with a rockthrowing incident May 5.
Johnson allegedly threw two rocks at a helicopter
as it was landing in the grassy area across from
North Hall during CWU's Aerospace Day. .
Although the helicopter was not damag~d and no
injuries were reported, officials said shattering
debris could have easily injured one of the onlookers
had a rock hit one of the rotating blades.

Racist organization arouses controversy
Former CWU Professor Robert Materson attempted to organize what he called The Goy Church, a
club which would revolve .exclusively around the
topic of black males going out with white females.
At it's inceptual meeting,
April 28, Materson was met
with strong opposition from
the Black Student Union.
According to Materson,
white men have the potential
for violence when they see a
woman of their race out with a
black man.
The meeting apparently
generated little i.pterest, as
the only white male in at- .
tendence was a Crier reporter. ;
Repair service saved CWU $1 5, 000
A stu4ent typewriter repair service started two
years ago by business administration Professor
Charles Guatney saved CWU approximately $15,000
last year.
According to U .A. Eberhart, director of business
services and contracts, the student service, which
cuts about $55 on each service call, "is a very successful program."

May 8-14
Fouts, Washoe named in $2. 75 million lawsuit
Central Professor Roger Fouts and his chimpanzee Washoe, who received world-wide recognition during the 1970s for her knowledge of American
Sign Language gestures, were named in a $2. 75
millionn lawsuit by a California neurosurgeon who
claims Washoe bit off his finger last year.
Dr. Karl H. Pribram of San Jose calimed in a
lawsuit that he was permanantly <µsabled when the
chimp, which he called a "wild and vicious
animal," bit off the middle finger of his right hand,
just below the second knuckle.
Fouts denied the allegation in an interview with
the Associated Press three weeks ago. "Had she
(Washoe) wanted to bite him, she could have, but ·
she didn't.,, he said.
President's secretory retires
Mrs. Mildred "Millie" Pa_ul, secretary to three
CWU presidents over the past 20 years, will retire at
the end of this month. She was honored at a reception May 6 by friends and co-workers at the university.

May· 15-21
Danton named dean of B & E
A nation-wide search for suitable applicants finally culminated three weeks ago, as Dr. Lawrence
Danton was named dean of Central's school of
business and economics.
Danton, who has served as an interim dean for the
past year, sees the development of a master's
degr~e program and a speciality in real estate as
bis two major goals.
Myers earns All-America
By virtue of her performance in the 3,000 meter run
during the AIW A national
track-and-field meet in Indiana, Pa., Laura Myers
became the second Central
athlete to earn All-American
honors this year.
After finishing second in her
qualifying heat, Myers finished third in the finals in a CWU
school record time of 10:01.42.
Idaho's Patsy Sharples took
first with a 9:44.11 clocking.
The top six finishers in each
event are bestowed with the
A-A status.

~

I
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.. LAURA MYERS

CWU ·wrestler C.D. Hoiness captured Central's
first All-American title earlier this year by finishing
second in the 142-pound division of the national
NAI~ wrestling meet.
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Pill said to improve memory

Mickey's having a bad year
TUCSON, Ariz (CH) - It's been
a tough year for Mickey Mouse.
Following the hwnilation of being asked to register for the draft,
the aging cartoon character was
consigned to telling time for the
University of Arizona students
recently.
A cardboard likeness of the .Walt
Disney creation mysteriously appeared on the face of the Student
Union tower clock at UA one morning. He was left to brave the

elements, as he smiled down at
Perhaps out of compassion for
DUARTE, Calif. (CH) - Two 1 Inc., which developed Recall.
passing students and ticked away the world's most famous mouse,
California college students say · The pill, at $10 per 100 is currentthe minutes with cardboard the union official didn't stand in the
there' s an easier way to improve ly available only through the mail
fingers attached to the hands of the way of the late-night plan to scale
memory and alertness - simply (P.O. Box 615, Duarte, CA, 91010),
clock.
the side of the tower in mounpop a pill.
but if business grows quickly But apparently, the students who tainclimbing fashion and retrieve
Their pill, now being promoted to enough may soon be distributed to
subjected Mickey to such degrada- Mickey. In fact, he passed word of . college newspapers through press · health food stores, says Winters,
tion had a change of heart.
the plan on to campus police, askreleases, is named "Recall" and , who attends Citrus College.
Six days after he appeared on the . ing them not to disturb the rescue , its inventors claim it contains the
clock, a group of students ap- mission.
l right combination of vitamins to "Recall" is facing its share of
proached the assistant union direc- _ Which only proves the big-eared
skepticism, he admits, mostly
stimulate the memory.
tor and hinted at the fact Mickey entertainer can still command
That combination includes from those who think it's part of
was ready to come· back to earth.
some respect.
choline, vitamin B-12, folic acid, the megavitamin theory or' improvlecithin, RNA, phenylalanine, ed nutirition through massive
vasopressin and potassium doses of vitamins. "That's not the
chloride. It was "put together case," Winters says, "It's strictly
specifically for college students a food supplement." None of the
on the earth."
who in general don't tend to eat pill's ingredients are substances
That inclination may be sorely
Campus Digest News Service
right," says John Winters,one of regulated by the Food and Drug
testing-at UWSP, where university
the founders of Phantom Research Administration, he adds.
The undergraduate faculty at
personnel have considered planting thorn bushes :and building \ Yale University has decided to add
pluses and minuses to its grades.
Jarge dirt mounds in front of grass
The change will take place this
paths to force students onto
Campus Digest News Service
pires.
.
sidewalks. That offends die-hard . fall.
The move will help <;ombat
Under the proposal, the nwnber
grade inflation, according to a
. The NCAA football-television of games being televised each foot- ·
PATHS members, who say it is ununiversity spokesman, because the committee is planning on ~llowing ball season would increase from
natural to be seperated from the
faculty members will have more two television networks to 116 to 140.
earth by a slab of concrete. They
The NCAA is also thinking about
grading options.
transmit NCAA games starting in
also point to lower construction
allowing cable and pay-TV netThere are 5,200 undergrads at the fall of 1982.
and maintenance costs and to the
Yale, most of whom did not react
That is when ABC-TV's present works to broadcast live games durfact sidewalks ultimately kill more
exclusive four-year contract ex- ing prime time.
with open arms to the change.
grass than simple paths.

Yale makes
grade changes

Is walking on grass destroying it?
STEVENS POINT, Wis. (Ch) Is walking on the grass enjoying
, nature or destroying it?
That debate is underway at the
' University of Wisconsin-Stevens
· Point, where a student group call! ing itself PATHS (People's Alternative to Hard Sidewalks) is
dedicated to preserving grass footpaths on campus and .to fighting
those who want to eliminate them.
" Members of PATHS are
fighting against oppression," says
Charlotte Smith, a co-founder.
' 'Anti-PATHS people are trying to
t:!urb a natural inclination to walk
1

A COMPUTERIZED A LA
CARTE dining hall experiment
saveci Western Illinois U. students
$31,000 . last semester, and also
reduced the amount of food wasted
by the students. Using computercoded ID cards, sutdents _p urchased "food credits~' then used them
up by buying only what they
wanted from an a la carte menu.
Students could buy additional
credits, if needed, or obtain a refund for unused credits at the end
of the semester. This direct payment system cuts down on waste,
since students are more likely to
buy only what they can eat, say
WIU officials. Student choices are
carefully monitored so that unpopular items can be eliminated,
reducing waste even further.

NCAA plans television changes

A GRAMMAR HOTLINE at the
U. of Houston may be little used by
students, but it's proved to be
popular public service since its inception in 1979. The English professors staffing the line answer
some 25 calls a day, many from
downtown businesses and university secrtaries. The hotline
(713-749-3074) is answered from 8
to 5 weekdays.

a

REAGANESQUE
JELLYBEANS now adorn the tabletop at
quarterly meetings of the U. of
Virginia board of visitors. "We've
always had some little mints and
candies of various kinds," said
secretary to the board Raymond
Brice, but his secretary Jeanne
Bailes brainstormed the idea of using jellybeans, a la Reagan.

A PARTY HOTLINE helps ILlinois State U. students control
noisy parties without police involvement. Irritated neighbors
around the ISU coampus can call
the number, operated by the student government, to report a noisy
party. Hot line volunteers then contact the party site to encourage
revelers to be more quiet.
BEER SHOULDN'T BE SOLD
for meal ticket points, Duke U.
President Terry Sanford decided
recently. In the past, Duke
students could buy beer at campus
food outlets as part of their meal
plan. Sanford says, however, that
this amounts to promotion of beer
sales by the university and will not
be permitted beginning next fall.
.B eer will still be sold on campus.

NUDE, PURPLE AND FISHY
was how the sheriff described the
42 male college students he found
when answering a disturbance call
in Lake Cormorant, Miss. Many_
were students of pharmacy, dentistry and medicine at the U. of
Tennessee, and their revelries apparently called for some to don
fishhead necklaces and be dyed
purple. All 42 were charged with
disorderly conduct and released on
$50 bond apiece. "These men were
perfect gentlemen all they way
through," said the sheri(f.

A MESSY ROOM CONTEST for
undergraduates has been announc- ,.
A
PHONY
INDUCTION ed by "Games" magazine in an atNOTICE, mailed randomly by an · tempt to increase circulation
anti-registration group to Stanford among college students. Grand
U. students, drew criticism from prize is a day's maid service, $300
to throw a victory party, plus a sestudents who took it too seriously. cond day's maid service to clean
Several of those receiving he up after the party.
authentic looking notices said tlJ,ey
were intially frightened, and
believed they had been drafted, until they read the Standford Against
Conscription message at the bottom. That message warned
students the next draft notice they
received might · be real and encouraged participation in a
scheduled protest.

2% 'h~allon 37c
Grade A 1/2Gallon 83c

MILK HAS SOMETHING
FOR EVERY BODY

Pasteurized/Homogenized
Open: - lpm-7pm, Mon-Sat
Whole Y2Gallon 87c
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FREE BEER MUGS provide an
incentive for students at Old Dominion U. to inquire about the ROTC
program. The specially designed
mugs are given free to anyone who
stops in the office to ask about the
two-ye,a r program snd summer
camp.
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A PENTHOUSE CARWASH
made waves at the U. of South
Florida. Poster advertsing the
event were removed from the
University Center lobby after
several students compliained they
promoted sexist attitudes. The
poster feafured a picture of a
t-shirt clad female and advertised
the presence of "Penthouse pets"
at the car wash, which was held tp
benefit the Leukemia Society. Penthouse magazine sponsors similar
events at campuses across the
country.

zoz E "FouYi:.J,
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·would-be molester
. sparks rumors
medium build with curly, lightbrown hair.
Because a similiar incident occurred at Fort Lewis recently, and
because all of the Ellensburg
reports were made on the same
day, Police Chief Larry Loveless
believes that it could have been a
military person traveijng to or
from the Yakima Firing Center.
"We put two and two together
and it seemed to point to that conclusion." he·said.
In addition to the letters he sent
to parents, Matheson issued a
bulletin to elementary and middle
school teachers urging them to
warn their students against accepting rides with strangers.

By JAN RICHARDS
Editor

Central Washington University

By MELISSA YOUNG
Of the Campus Crier

Claiming "it's time for a
change," John Liboky, director of
financial aid, has left his ·position
at Central to pursue another line war. Liboky, a lieutenant colonel
in the Air Force Reserve, resigned
the director's post last week in
order to attend an Air War College
in Montgomery, Alabama this
summer.

"It was a very quick decision,"
Liboky said by telephone Monday
evening. He was notified that he
had been seiected for the college
just two days before he submitted
his resignation.

City to go91 ·1

Liboky's resignation won't be official until June 23, but, using back
vacation pay, he left for Montgomery Tuesday mornin~.
· Liboky had been at CWU nearly
16 years and had been director of
financial aid for 12 years.
More than 2000 students receive
some sort of financial aid, including scholarships, grants, loans
and work programs, Liboky
estinlated.
Dean of Students Don Guy thinks
that Liboky's resignation will have
little impact on the efficiency of
the financial aid department. "I
feel the staff can carry out the
transition very well,'' he said.

Mt St. Helens Topic
of LCC Summer c ·1ass

lower
columbia
college

fllutton

JOHN LIBOKY
11
•

•

•

it was a very quick decision.
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Average year
to $4,674
By PETER VERNIE
Of the Campus Crier
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accessories &
dresses .. ~..
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16 Inch Cobra Necklace Chain $1499

For Graduation

According to Guy, Central
should have a new director of·
financial aid by September 1. Until
then, Fran Burke will be acting
director.

at CWU jumps

.- ? ·9eWetefs
r
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Financial aid's Liboky
leaves for war college

After receivi~g reports that· a
middle-aged man tried to pick up
young girls in the Mt. Stuart
Elementary School a·rea recently,
school district Superintendent
Kent Matheson sent letters to
parents of Ellensburg school
children warning them of the pro-. blem.
"We're not even sure anything
· happened." Matheson said. "It
was just rumored that a man was
picking up children. There was
even a rumor that a nine or
10-year-old girl was raped, beaten
· and in the hospital but that turned
out to be completely false. We sent
the note to communicate to parents
the possibility that such a problem
could exist though."
Five separate reports were
Effective June 1, 1981, the City
made to the Ellensburg Police
- • Department on May 8 that a white . of Ellensburg will have a 911
male, approximately 40 years old, telephone system for emergency
tried to coax nine and 10-year-old Police, Fire and Ambulance calls.
The system expidites responses to
girls into his car.
According to police Lt. Tom emergencies when time is crucial.
Phone customers with 925, 962
Young, the man drove up to the
girls and made several comments. and 963 prefixes can dial 911 to talk
''At one point he apparently did directly to the Central Comtouch one of the girls." Young said. munications dispatcher for fire,
The man, who was driving a ambulance and police emergendark-blue
hatchback-type cies. Those with 964 and 968
Volkswagon, has been described as prefixes can will continue to use
five feet nine inches . tall, of 925-9811 for fire and ambulance.

"Mount St Helens An Experience with Nature"-a summer class at
Lower Columbia Collf~ge in Longview. WA. Four class sectionsJune 22-2fi. Jun\' 29-July 3. Jul.y 6-10: and July 13-17. Plus two air
flights (wcother pprm1tt1ng) over the devastated area: two escorted
field trips into thf• ;ire;:i (v1;:i 46-passenger. a1r-cond1t1oned,
restroom-equipped bus). lectures using media presentations: and
classroom discussion Instructors-Forest Technology. Harry Blair
and Eartt1 Sc1t' l1 C(•S . Dr John Waite Cost-$185 includes four-credit
tu1t1on . study n i. itC'ria ls ;:ind books. bus fees . two box lunches: and
_two air fl1gl1t s Fo1 1nfo·LCC Office of Instruction (206) 577-2334 or
CollegP Information 1206) 577-2300

Thursday, May 28, 1981 -

7 Inch Cobra !Bracelet $7 99
14 Carat Lazy Heart $12°0
Jade Lifesavers $5 99
Sterling Available
ALL PRICES BELOW RETAIL
· Thur. and Fri. ONLY May 28 and 29

We have all heard about the rise
of tuition that will greet all returning students next fall. Well, that's
- not the only increase facing
students at CWU next year.
· Last year a resident of the state
paid $618 for tuition and fees. Next
year the same person will pay $867,
an increase of $249. Veterans are
the only group not facing a tuition
like.
For non-residents, it will cost
$990 per quarter ·at a Washington
regional college, up from the $661
of this year. This mcrease amounts
to $329.
And how about housing? This
year the cost foi: all residence halls
except North, Kennedy, and Green
was $1,810 including all meals,
seven days a week, on an academic
year contract.
For 1981-82, the cost of housing if
you live in any CWU dorm on an
academic year contract with three
meals, seven days, will be $1,992,
an increase of $182.
Last year, Central officials
estimated the miscellenous expenses for the average student at
$300 for books and $1,350 for

•See COSTS, Page 11
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'Yes, Virginia
you're not the
only one who
isn't perfect'
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By CINDI PHIPPS
Of the Campus Crier

\

I was once again reminded of the pressures placed upon women the
other day in my weight training class. It might have been the 160 pounds I
was lifting, but I doubt it. The women were asked to do some lifting tests
professor was doing.
for some research
.
_../
One girl, who was rather small, couldn't lift a certain weight, and commented that she felt weak and was letting the women down. Well,
Virginia dear, I may be able to play the jockette at times, but I too am
guilty of smudging the reputation of womankind.
I can't cook. But the sad part is I just don't care that I can't cook. Oh
sure, I've given it a few cracks, but the food always looks like it would
come if you called it. Seriously, Jell-0 won't even set for me.
Maybe it was the trawna of making lasagna when I was twelve. I spent
the better part of a day slaving over a hot ~tove only to have the dish come
out looking and behaving like a recent milking from a rubber tree.
Needless to say, I have yet to regain my faith in Betty Crocker cookbooks.
But I suspect what you were talking about, Virginia, is that you were
letting the girls down in the battle of the sexes, Right?
Okay, so you couldn't play the Hulk and lift a few weights, but don't feel
bad. I too have slipped on occasion, (believe it or not).
There was this one time on Halloween day when I was goaded into a
pickle eating contest by my cousin Boogie. I should have known better
since he also once talked his sister into jumping out of a tree to prove she
was tough (she broke her collar bone). Anyway, for two seven-year-Olds
we gave those dills a run for the money. And being the pig that I am, I
won.
But the victory was short lived. We were about to leave for trick-ortreating when I was seized by one of my worst stomach aches ever.
By KEVIN MARKETON
I remember lying there in my lion costume as my friends all showed me
Of the Campus Crier
their candy haul. Boogie, however couldn't resist in playing the poor
sport and gloatingly handed me a jar of pickles. That was about as tacky What's the deal?
as a funeral home giving green stamps.
Feeling better?
About a week ago, a friend of mine repayed an old debt of six dollars. He paid me with a check. The next day,
Then there was the more recent embarrassment at the bowling alley .I went downtown to cash his check, stopping by a bank that w~s in the process of changing its name.
when a girl friend and I were out to beat our dates in a game.
We really weren't doing too bad (only behind 50 points) when the ball
I went into the bank and waited in line patiently for my turn with the teller. When I got there, my check was
decided it didn't want to leave my hand. A big fuss was made as a snicker- completely prepared. I had even put my driver's license number on the back o( the check for them. The teller
ing crowd gathered around to watch the manager oil my hand to get his examined my check, saw it to be in order, and asked me if I had an account with the bank. I told her no, but
that I am a student at the college, and I had cashed checks at this bank and the other ones in town.
ball off.
So you see, Virginia, none of us girls are perfect. If you were to tell me I
was going on a trip and could take only one thing I would be hard pressed
The teller then coldly informed me there would be a $3 surcharge for cashing my check, due to the fact I was
to decide between my mascara or a friend.
.
not a customer. I could hardly believe my ears. If I were to accept their terms, I would be giving them half my
We can just do our best ~md keep our noses clean and if you have any check, and only getting half the money I loaned to my friend back. Disgustedly, I walked out of the bank
·
sense you'll stay out of any contests involving weights. I for one am going without saying a word.
to stay out of bowling alleys, pickle eating contests, and of course, the kitMy next stop was Rainier Bank. The wait was much shorter there, and a friendly teller asked me if she could
chen.
help me. I handed her the check and she went through the normal procedures, but when she found out that I
didn't have an account with the bank, she also informed me there would be a $3 surcharge for cashing the
check, PLUS an additional dollar and a half for a long-distance phone call to verify my friend's account, as the
check was drawn on an out-of-town bank. So the bank would be getting $4.50 of the $6 I loaned my friend.

the

___

- ---

What's the deal?

~
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I was beginning to wonder why I had even bothered to waste my gas to go to this bank. I should have figured
this was going to happen. Once again, I told the teller I would take my business elswhere, and I left.

People's Bank was my last stop. Once again I walked in, presented my check, and was informed by the teller
there would be a $1 charge for cashing my check, because I did not have an account with their bank. ·This was a
r~asonable proposition, and I cashed my check there.
~

JAN RICHARDS
Editor

ALAN ANDERSON

MATT McGILLEN

News Editor

Sports Editor

A dollar is not a bad price for such a service, as it covers the price of handling and other activities the bank
must follow if they handle checks. However, charging three dollars or more is an exhorbitant fee, it is totally
unreasonable, and in my opinion, is discriminatory towards students.

Business Manager

Photo Editor
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If one were to survey the "non-customers" using the local banks, a sizable majority of them would be college
students. The reason for this of course, is the fact th~t the students are not permanent residents of Ellensburg,
they are only here for..f.our years. Therefore, they are not willing to put their "nest egg" in an Ellensburg bank.
Why should the banks punish them for using common sense?

My advice to those who are receiving funds is not to take them in check if you don't have an account with an
Ellensburg bank. Or if you do, go to People's Bank. It is not my intention to advertise for People's Bank, but
when the other two maJor ban~ in this town continue to discriminate against students in such a fas~on, why
should the students give them their business?
.
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Student doesn't
'dig' hearing
'wise-cracks'
To the editor:
I hope that this letter finds you in
the best of health.· To start this letter right, I will begin by introducing myself. My name is Muna
Hamzeh, I'm a 21 year-old Palestinian arab, born in Jerusalem. I
have been living in the States for
almost three years. Being Arabic
means thaf English to me is a second language, I think maybe that
is why I am sometimes called a
"foreigner." It is about
"foreigners" and speaking English
that I would like to make a few
comments.
Granted that I can speak, read
and write English well, I at times
find myself the center of mock and
laughter by other students, for my
so called "linguistic inadequacy."
An instructor in class sometimes
says a word that I do not know the
meaning of, being an eager student, I raise my hand and ask what
the word means. What do you think
I get? Students who laugh at me
and make remarks such as "you
mean you don't know what this
word means? My having a big
mouth makes me snap back "no I
don't, I'd like to see you go to my
country and speak my language as
well as I speak yours.''
Sitting in the SUB and being
laughed at is yet another story. Unfortunately, when I was taught
English, I was taught the proper
English. I did not know that slang
is a whole language by itself. So,
there I sit among students who use
slang all the time.
Words like "what a bummer" or
"far out" are foreign to me. So
what do I do? I ask what they
mean. Again I hear mocking
· 1aughter: "You mean you don't
know what this word means? Ha,
ha, ha." No, I'm stupid. I apologize
for being such "a drag," I don't
have the right to get "pissed off."
Why is it that people do not give
people a chance? Isn't it enough to
~ have to adjust to a different
cultute, learn new customs, and
get used to a diff~rent language.
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Why do some people make things committee has recently cc..me
harder? I do know everything together to consider appropriate .
about the American' way. I would uses for the fund, and to give
think that people would be more others who remember Dr. Mahathan glad to explain things that a jani an opportunity to make a con"foreigner" does not understand.
tribution in her name for a lasting
Not everyone in this world is memorial on the CWU campus.
Proposals are being considered,
American, and not everyone
speaks English. Why is a different first, for a landscaped area near
culture considered "weird" just . the library which would include
because it is different?
, benches, flowering trees and
Oh well, I guess if you think I'm a bushes symbolic of Dr. Majahani's
nice "chick" then "that's cool." appreciation of beautiful things;
But if you think you can "feed me and second, for donation of a colany crap" then "buzz-off." I don't . lection of books to the library in
"dig" hearing any "wise-cracks." fields such as international relay ou either turn "funky" or you tions, Southeast Asian studies or
"take a hike." If you think I sound the roles of women in other
"tacky,'' please try not to "flip."
societies.
Muna Hamzeh
Contributions to the Usha Maha206 E. 15th No. 24
jani Memorial Fund may be sent to
Ellensburg
the CWU Foundation. Of course
such contributions are tax deducti·t ble. The memorial committee also
welcomes comments on the proposals· for use of the fund in Dr.
The Campus Crier welcomes your letMahajani's memory.

Letter policy

ters to the editor.
Please keep them less than 150
words, and type them double spaced.
Phrase them as though they' re written
to the editor, rather than the reader.
All letters must be signed and include
your address and phone number. Phone
numbers will not be published. They ore
necessary for verification purposes only. The Crier will not print letters it con
not verify.
Letters become property of the Campus Crier and we reserve the right to
shorten and edit them for clarity.

Committee
seeks proposals
for fund's use
To the editor:
Professor Usha Mahajani,
respected teacher, scholar and
friend to many CWU students and
faculty, died of cancer just over
two years ago. During her association with the University from 1967
until her death, her graceful sariclad figure was a familiar sight going from classroom to library to
residence hall, a most effective
ambassadress for her discipline of
political science, her nation of India and for human understanding.
At the time of her death a
Memorial Fund was established,
but no widespread notice of the
fund was circulated, and no use
has yet been made of funds contributed. An informal memorial

Laura Appleton, Sociology,
Anne Denman, Anthropology
Rae Heimbeck, Religious Studies
Program
Kris Mattson, Psychological Services
Elwyn Odell, Political Science
Esther Wall, Political Science

Terrorist issues
not addressed
To the editor:
Concerning Dr. Kramar' s thesis
about a constitutional change requiring the armed services to be
responsible for nuclear terrorism
- he is probably right. However, I
ain concerned that Dr. Kramar did
not address the reasons behind terrorist activity.
Except for 'mad-dogs,' generally
our press wishes to ignore as much
as possible, the 'why,' what is it
that terrorists wish to bring attention to?
In the case of the PLO where
people want a homeland, the press
focuses on the false fact that they
wish to exterminate the Israelis
and supresses the homeland issue.
If we have the military take over
the responsibility for nuclear ter. rorism, then we must also look into
alternatives to release the
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pressure behind terrorism.
terrorists (Begin) getting their
First, we have unreasonable homeland, but at the expense of
leaders who wish to keep the st~tus kicking out the Palestinians, and
quo because they are sick with also South American dictatorships
po~er lust, and face it, Americans,
that we so amply support. in the
we all enjoy our conveniences even face of murdering peasants.
though they come at the expense of
So, I propose that along with the
our slaves in South America.
' amendment to the constitution that
Yes Americans, WE are respon- Dr. Kramar suggests, that we also
sible for the terrorist actions aim- adopt an amendment that would
ed against the third world. I think allow citizens of the United States
that a partial solution to this would to exercise their democratic rights
be to have published a psycho: to elect a representative to the
analysis of all candidates for office United Nations.
above governor, including goverThis would have a very
nor, U.S. congressperson, senator beneficial effect on world affairs,
and president even with the opening the way for other nations
associated problems.
to adopt like-measures. Maybe if
Secondly, if we are truly 'free all these measures were adopted,
and democratic,' which we are not, we would have a much safer world,
then we should attempt to organize and straighten out the future and
a world government on more solid surely coming blood between the
lines than the weak United Na- haves and the have-nots.
tions. This way, we could probably
get the force of law to have some
Don Johnson
teeth in dealing with situations
P.O. Box 684
Ellensburg
where on one hand you have Israeli

Honor Society scholar
·discusses 19th century

theories, Victorian England
Central English Professor Keith
Rinehart pointed out that after
Rinehart will deliver the third an- Mill's death in 1873, when sciennual Phi Kappa Phi lecture tonight tists had come into vogue among
on campus.
the intellectual set, the national
Designated 1981 PKP Scholar by science academy president · prothe CWU chapter of the interna- claimed Epicurean philosophy as
tional honor society, Rinehart will their own.
discuss nineteenth century
philosopher, economist and
By the tum of the 20th century,
political theorist John Stuart Mill. many English intellectuals were
His public lecture, "John Stuart · more
comfortable
with
Mill in the Garden of Epicurus," Epicureanism then with social acwil begin at 7:30 p.m. in CWU's tivism.
Grupe Conference Center.
To aspire to such great goals was
In his discussion, Rinehart will
trace the changing world view of futile, and to seek good for oneself
Victorian England from 1830 to the and a few like-minded friends was
all a person could rally hope for,
turn of the 20th century.
"In many ways, Darwin's 'On they·seemed to believe.
The Origin of Species' published in
1859, left the English intelligentsia
"The Epicurean ideal of keeping
very different than it found them, n a low profile and retreating to a
Rinehart pointed out.
plea,sant garden with a few friends
In his study of changing Vic- is close to today's suburban
torian attitudes, Rinehart looked middle-class ideal,'' Rinehart said.
for Darwin's predecessors, other
Rinehart, a ·specialist in Vicpublic figures who signaled transitorian literature, has been a
tions along the way.
Rinehart found the English in- member of the Central faculty
tellectuals' point of view near 1900 since 1953. He received B.A. and
to be essentially "modern,'' close M.A. · degrees in philosophy from
to the ancient hedonistic the University of Oregon, and his
philosophy of Epicurus, who re- Ph.D. in English from the Univerjected life after death and sought sity of Wisconsin.
pleasure and freedom from pain as
the highest good.
John Stuart Mill, born in 1806,
brought up an atheist and
utilitarian by his father, was a
great influence on Victorian.
England, especially the quartercentury before his death in 1873.
"Although Mill was reared by his
father on Epicurean philosophy, he
If fishing, hiking, canoeing and
didn't remain faithful to it,"
some plain ol' relaxing sounds
Rinehart said.
The solemn Mill, an early ad- good, then CWU Outdoor
vocate of women's rights, "more a Program's Cooper Lake overnight
proto-social scientist than a campout is the answer.
Departure will be at 3 p.m. Friphilosopher,'' acc'ording to
Rinehart, was author of the day, May 29 with return Saturday
phrase, "the greatest good for the evening. The cost is $3 per person,
including transportation, canoes
greatest number.''
His drive to bring better living and some tents. Participants must
conditions to the masses would supply food. Sign-up will be in the
perhaps have earned him the label SUB games room on campus. For
of "do-gooder" in our society, more information, contact University Recreation, 963-3512.
Rinehart said.

o_vernigh,t

campout set
Fri., Sat.
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Movie preview

Superman soars across screen again
When "Supennan," the movie, megalomaniac General Zod., the
soared on screen in December, wickedly beautiful Ursa and the
1978, a motion picture about a brutish giant, Non - possess the
,legend itself became a legend.
same fantastic powers as Super" Superman" racked up the man.
highest one week gross in film · Should they ever reach Earth,
•history, $18 milllion iri some five civilization is doomed.
hundred theatres during
That dire event does happen,
Christmas week. In one city alone however, unwittingly triggered by
- New York..:... its first run tally the·Man of Steel himself. It puts a
was described by "Variety" as mid-western hamlet on the map,
more than most films "tote up in a then wipes it off again in a blaze of
full national release.''
glory. It gives Lex Luthor, the
It set a new standard for special most warped · criminal genius in
effects, in the spririt of the slogan, · America, a new zest for living. And
"you'll believe a man can fly," and it culminates in a battle royal on
won an Academy Award for that the streets of Metropolis - and the
achievement. .
skies above - in which skyscraper
It launched a charismatic new towers serve as spears, manhole
star in Christopher Reeve.
covers soar like Frisbees and
And it presented its creators public transportation literally
with a fascinating challenge. How takes flight.
do you top that kind of success?
Like its predecessor, "Superman
The answer . . . to stage the II'' is an Alexander Salkind
ultimate confrontation between presentation, released through
good and evil ... is Superman II. _ Warner Bros. It stars Gene
That clash of wills begins in the Hackman, Christopher Reeve, Ned
cosmic void, where a wafer-thin · Beatty, Jackie · Cooper, Sarah
prism spins toward infinity. It is · Douglas, Margot Kidder, Jack 0'
the Phantom Zone, the extraor- Halloran, Valerie Perrine, Susandinary prison in which three arch- nab York, Clifton James, · E.G.
criminals from the planet Krypton Marshall, Marc McClure and
were sealed before their world ex- Terence Stamp.
ploded.
There are distinct differences
Presumably' they are locked in between the two movies, as pointed
place, in space, for all time. out by executive producer Ilya
Because the trio - the ;)alkind.

Oh, Superman
Margot Kidder (Lois Lane) and Chr_istopher Reeve.(Superman) repeat their roles in the Superman sequel scheduled
for release this summer.

"Superman" set up who our hero
was and how he came here,"
Salkind said. "Then it pitted his
super powers against things and
events - rockets, earthquakes,

fighter Jack O'Halloran as Non.
"He's not as bad as the others, but ·
on!Y because he's not ~s bright,"
said the hulking actor. "Non is like
a bad kid, playing with a toy globe
of the Earth and smashing it all to
hell."
This is hardly a trio to encounter
in a dark alley. And by all rights,
they should be confined for eternity in space, as decreed by the
Kryptonian Council of Elders.
But when a terrorist gang invades the Eiffel Tower in Paris,
armed with a nuclear warhead,
Superman swoops to the rescue.
And when he ferries the bomb to
deep space, to be detonated, the
shock waves shatter the Phantom
Zone and free his adversaries.
The second ominous event occurs in a high-security jail cell.
Lex Luthor, presumably packed
away for life - plus a few extra
years for rotten behavior.:.... has used holography to escape, leaving
his sidekick, Otis, behind.
Until now, Lex has been the most
treacherous criminal mind on
Earth. But Zod, Non and Ursa on
the planet, he's number four and
has to try harder. He seeks out the
visitors and suggests and alliance.
He will lead them to Kal-El, the son
of their old enemys Jor-El, in
return for some small token .of
their esteem. Like being named
King of Australia (He still loves
waterfront property.)

ti~~~;:e,hisenemiesarepeo-

Student.works highlight
tonight~s ·variety concert
Twenty-four original . student
compositions will be showcased at
Central's first "New Works Variety Concert" tonight in Hertz Hall.
According to music professor
Tim Strong, concert organizer, all
·but two works on the free, 8 p.m.
program are premier pieces.
Songs will range - from educational music for children, avant
garde experimental and electronic
tape competitions to classical orchestration, jazz and humorous
pieces.
"I fitted as many works on the
program as I could," said Strong,
who teaches composition. "This
concert will give the students the
rare opportunity to hear their
music performed.''
The compositions will be
presented by faculty and student
musicians, with performances
from piano solos, small ensemble
works and instrumental quartets
to vocal trios and vocal jazz octets.
he said.
. "The pieces were either writte1
as class assignments or on an in·
dividual basis," Strong .said. Not
all of the scores were submitted b)
music composition majors.
One of the major contributors to
the concert is a composition major.
Paul Daily, of Yakima, is a senior
trumpet player. His works include
small and large ensemble pieces
as well as piano and orchestra
numbers.
Brian Olendorf and Carolee
Carpenter are the two composers
whose works have already been
performed at Centr~.

•

ple. They have the same
phenomenal gifts he ~ioes, but
choose to use them for evil."
Terence Stamp, who plays the
Kryptonian .turncoat, Zod, puts it
another way. ·
· "In today's psycho-analytical
age, when you play a villain, you
usually try to find some streak of
humanity in the character, some
rational explanation foi: the awful
·things he does. That is not the case
of General Zod. He is nasty arrogant, cruel, cunning, vicious,
violent and thoroughly despicable.
If you ask him for the tin'le of day,
he will probably ·reply by killing
you."

Olendorf, who received his
IQaster's degree from Central,
composed the music for the university's dramatic production of
"Medea" last year. His compositions for the concert include
modern instrument and electronic
pieces.
Carpenter, ofEphrata, is a CWU
graduate student in music education. Her music, according to
Strong, utilizes educational Orff
music and voice 1 Orff instruments
are percussion instruments like
drums and bells, he explained.
Other students composers inClassically trained British ac-elude graduate student Kerrie Carson of Portland, currently a piano tress Sarah Douglas is equally high
teaching assistant here; graduate on her role as Zod's playmate-ofstudent Dave Barduhn of the-millenium, Ursa, whose wit is
Ellensburg, jazz assistant; and · as piercing as her laser-like eyes.
"I adore Zod. I try to please
Paul Edwards, of Wenatchee, who
plays the tuba and is doing some him," she said. "otherwise, it's all
commercial music writing, accor- death and destruction. My
costumes are marvelous - black
ding to Strong.
Doyle Meyers, of Seattle and organza with daring little slits
Steve Kritsonis, of Ellensburg will everywhere so you think you see
also be contributing some original me in place you don't."
Finally, there is ex-heavyweight
music.

Gene Hackman, who plays Lex,
insists that "the character was
awful enough when he was in control. But now that he has become
an oily, unctuous underling for a
gang of inter-planetary hoods, he's
even worse."
The entente between Lex and the ~
trio inspires the confrontation that
turns midtown Metropolis into a
war zone and threatens to end
Superman's career. As the battle
rages, ricochets, bangs and
bounces through the streets and
over the skyline, Lois and Perry
White watch with growing concern
from a tower window of the Planet
Building while Lex Luthor rubs his
hands with manic glee.
The kingdom of Australia- may
be his, after all.
The outcome of the epic en:counter must - for obvious
reasons - remain a secret. So, too,
must a moment of truth which occur_s in the "Fortress of Solitude,"
Superman's northern retreat
which resembles nothing so much
as the inside of a giant, glacial diamond.
It is .here, over a supper cooked
in a split-second by Heat Vision,
and a bottle of champagne uncorked with Super Strength, that Lois
Lane makes a startling discovery.
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Marx cast as Wicked Witch In

I
I

What's in store for
Luke and Laura
th.is summer?

youth ballet version of 'Oz'

CWU student, actress and dance student of Patterson, is movies, etc. Patterson, artistic
playwright Marian Marx will \ ·ear featured as Aunt Em. Other Cen- director of the organization, traina different hat in the Ellensburg . tral students involved with the ed at the Royal Ballet School in
Youth Ballet's performance of ballet perfromance. are Barbara London ,•.id performed profes"The
Wizard of Ol" this Friday Connor, a drama major, who is do- sionally in Europe before coming
By DENISE EHLIS
and
Saturday
when she dances the ing makeup for the principals and to the United States. Students from
Of the Campus Crier
character part of the Wicked Witch Patti Webb, recreation major, who the Ellensburg Dance Center, of
which she is director, make up
is stage manager.
of the West.
Ahh, "General Hospital" ...
An exhibit of memorabilia pro- most of the cast for "The Wizard."
. As a student of Ellensburg dance
Love in the afternoon, or better still, love on the run in the summer. I
Pre-sale tickets for the 8 p.m.
instructor Christine Patterson, vided by the Wizard of Ol Society
onder what they have in store for us this sununer?
show at Morgan Jr. High School
is in the SUB display case.
Marx
has
previously
appeared
in
Will our hero and heroine get together?
The Ellensburg Youth Ballet, auditorium are available at
Will Luke and Laura lead us ·on another summer excursion full of the ballet productions of "Snow
sponsor of the production, was Berry's, Stereocraft and Shapiro's.
White"
and
"Alice
in
esire, hit men (persons) and high finance, or will it all.take place in the
formed in 1971 to encourage ap- Cost is $2 for adults, $1 for
Wonderland."
alm (ha) metropolis of Port Charles?
preciation of dance in the Kittitas students, senior citizens and
Elaine
Acosta,
a
CWU
graduate
Us soapies who are in the know are all hoping the Ice Princess, alias
Valley through performances, children; $2.25 and $1.25 at the
in
Spanish,
currently
working
on
·amond and diamond manufacturing formula, will bring back Lloyd and
workshops, master classes, door.
ucy Johnson and take us back to the good old times of Beachers Corners. her education degree and longtime
But it all depends on who Luke sells the famous Ice Princess to.
•.
Could it be Robert Scorpio, a friend in the mold of Hutch from last sumer?
Or Alexandria Quartermaine, a ruthless woman who would do anything
o obtain the formula for producing diamonds?
Or Tony Cassadine, alias Tony Castle, who would ~orture Luke for the
Demetria Clemons, who recently technicians from all over the night except Sundays, which will
'tal information he unwittingly holds?
finished her freshman year ·at Cen- United States. College juniors and be 7 p.m. Matinees are being ofOr will Luke simply sell out to the highest bidder? Not Luke!
tral, has signed with the Coeur seniors, who plan on professional fered this year for the first time, at
And what role will Laura play in this deadly game of hide and seek?
d'Alene, · Idaho, Summer Reper- careers in theatre from the West 2 p.m. on Saturdays.
Will she be used as bait to capture Luke?
tory Musical Theatre for the 1981 Coast make up most of the comOr will she do as Luke sa:'s for a change and stay out of it and keep her season, Robert E. Moe, general pany, but members are signed
"This is the 14th year for the Carouth shut?
manager of the Carousel Players, from as far away as New York and rousel Players in the Lake City and
Isn't it obvious?
announced recently.
Pennsylvania. Theatre educators the Coeur d'Alene Summer
Who will these two lovebirds drag into the messy game they play?
As a member of the 36-member and recent graduates in music and Theatre is fast becoming the
Joe Kelly, private detective and newly licerised attorney?
group, Clemons will be performing drama are staff members as well musical Ashland of the Northwest,
Rick and Leslie Weber, Laura's parents who are struggling to reunite in four musical productions where theatre buffs come to see
as performers.
eir own lost love and marriage?
"The Unsinkable Molly Brown,"
Clemons will report to Coeur four musical plays in four days, an
Rose Kelly, Joe's step-mother whose role hasn't really been defined "Grease," "The Student Prince," d'Alene on June 12 tO start rehears- opportunity not offered by many
et?
and "Oklahoma." The season runs ing for the July 2 opening of "The companies,'' Moe said.
Whoever it is you can be sure it will cause them trouble and heartache, from July 2-Labor Day in the Lake Unsinkable· Molly Brown."
"Our shows rotate every night in
City.
ut of course that's the soap opera way.
"Grease" opens July 3 with "The order to provide optimum enterAs if all of this isn't enough for us soapie fans, "General Hospital'' ofAccording to Moe the Coeur Student Prince" and "Oklahoma" tainment for tourists as well as
d'Alene company is comprised of following on July 14 and 28, respec- residents of the Inland Empire,"
ers us a resident psycho, unpredictable Heather Weber.
Heather may do any number of things this summer to keep us in tune. 1lctors, actresses, musicians and tively. Curtain time is 8 p.m. every he said.
he may kill Sarah, her blabber-mouthed roomie from Forrest Hills
. 'tarium, if she doesn't turn over the gun Heather used to kill Diana
aylor. Another line of attack for her might be to get rid of Aline, Jeff's ++. . . . • ••••. .• . .••••••••••••••••••••••••. .••••••......
would-be bride and almost lover. And if all of these fail to keep us-in- +
t
erested, Heather could just take some more LSD and put us out of our

Clemons signs with Idaho theatre_·

C 0 Iossa
-I

+

misery.
.
Whether it's-love, romance, hate, murder, excit~ment or just plain
escapism you're looking for, "General Hospital'' will undoubtedly offer it
this coming summer break, just as they did last.
·
I don't know about you, but I wonder if I can find a summer job that offers soap breaks instead of coffee ones.

Registration open for
2-week.jazz workshop
.
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Registration is now open for the Wenatchee Jazz Perfonnance . t
Workshop, a two-week summer program of study and rehearsal in jazz ' :

+
·+

The workshop will be held at Wenatchee Valley College July 20-August
musicanddance.
1 and will cuhninate in a performance for the community that will include t
dancing, singing and instrumental music from throughout the jazz era. t
Students must be of high school age or older. Tuition is $60 and scholar- : .
ships are available. Registration will close June 15. For a brochure, write
the Jazz Performance Workshop, 305 Princeton, Wenatchee, WA 98801. ~ ·
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Spores
Bodybuilding: more
than just muscle
By GRETCHEN STOHR
Of the Campus Crier

With only 48 hours left till contest
time, the posing routine which has
been practiced for months pound
through his brain as his feet pound
against the pavement, trying to
burn away that last ounce of fat
from th~ body. Any trace of it left
on the body could blur the muscle
definitiei_ , and deny the goal, first
place in the Mr. Inland Empire
Bodybuilding contest.
This is the scene for Central
bodybuilders Andy Jenkins and
Shawn Barber, who have spent
hours relentlessly pumping iron, in
order to prepare for the competition scheduled for May 30.
Bodybuilding, especially competitive bodybuilding, requires
discipline that can not be left at the
gym after the workout. The
discipline must also become a way
of life.
In the off season Barber and
Jenkins train together with heavy
weights in order to build as much
muscle mass on their frames as
possible. As contest times grows
nearer, the bodybuilders seek to
rid themselves of all excess fat in
order for their muscle definition to
show through. When preparing for
a contest, muscle mass is not the
only consideration.
A bodybuilder's symmetry is
also important. This means the
size of the arms must coincide with
the legs, back and rest of the body.
Both men he.ve worked long, hard
hours which has required much
discipline and perfect timing to
achieve this goal of symmetry and
muscle mass.

Dieting is an important factor in
training. Both Jenkins and Barber
believe in high protein, moderate
carbohydrate, low fat, low calorie
diet for this contest, contrary to the
high protein, low carbohydrate,
low calorie, low fat, of their last
contests. Both competitors feel this
way of dieting is best to help maintain muscle size and strength.
Both Barber and Jenkins have
participated
in
previous
bodybuilding contests, but never
have they been pitted against each
· other in the same contest.
"Bodybuilding is different than
•other sports, you don't think of the
other guy as your opponent, we're
all in it together," Jenkins said.
"You help each other and support
each other and the judges decide
the winner."
Th~ bodybuilders begin their
contest day with an official
weighin at 8 a.m. The skin is thin,
. glossy and tan. A good amount of
"carbos" have been eaten to insure a good "pump". Then comes
the pre-judging.
The pre-judging can become ·a
horribly exhausting session with
hours of posing and comparing.
The bodybuilders are first compared in "Round One" where they
stand in a relaxed state and are
viewed from all angles. "Round
Two" consists of sending the
bodybuilders through six mandatory poses, thus enabling the
judges to scrutinize each physique
from every angle.
Finally, "Round Three" the free
posing. In this round each
bodybuilder goes through a routine
of poses which he has selected to
show his physique to its best ad-

Weighting for their chance

Photo by Mike Thomas

. Bodybuilders Andy Jenkins, Gretchen Stohr and Shawn Barber practice their posing routines. Jenkins and Barber will
be competing in the Mr. Inland Empire Bodybuilding contest May 30.
-

vantage. Here he is also judged on
grace, control, and style. The free
posing can slice the line between
first place and "also-ran."
After this round any of the body
builders can be asked back on
stage by the judges for comparisons, but now the top winners
are obvious. If you're not compared, you're not the top.
When pre-judging is over it's late
afternoon, the bodybuilders are
racked with fatique from the hours
of flexing every muscle in the body
to its maximum capacity. For
some it's a depressing time, their
defeat is evident. For others it's .a
long, nail-biting wait for the night
show when they will learn the
order of finish.
After a quick dinner, the
bodybuilders are back stage pumping up their muscles for the night
show. A thin coat of oil is spread
over the body to bring out the
highlights of the rock-hard
muscles.
Each bodybuilder goes through
his free posing routine for a
hysterical, cheering audience of
muscle fans. The crowd is very

supportive, cheering the not-sO..
greats as loud as the top contenders.
Finally, the winners are announced, starting with fourth place
up to first. The trophies are given

out and the bodybuilders are off to
victory parties, and "garbaging
. up" for a few days. After a day or
two, it's back to the gym to analyze
the contest and ·set goals for the
next competition.

Weak playoff opponent
hurts CWU's pocketbook
By MELISSA YOUNG
OF The Campus Crier

Cross-country and te~nis may
suffer because one of the NAIA
District basketball playoff games
was played at St. Martin's College.
According to NAIA District 1
treasurer Daryl Basler, money
from the basketball playoffs are
used to subsidize all athletics that
have district championships.
But the playoffs brought in only
$2,300 to the school this year compared to $5,250 just three years ago
when Central played Eastern.

Eastern, however, jumped to the
NCAA Diviison II ranks this year,
ending one of the biggest rivalries
in the district..
And one of the biggest playoff
pools as well. But according to
Basler, the Eagles are not to blame
for the this year's small take.
"No one's at fault here, there are
no bad guys," Basler said. "It's
just something that happened, it's
unfortunate."
"Some schools draw much better
than other schools draw," he said.
"This money goes to a good
home," he added. "We actually
use it to help all the sports."

FRISBEES 20°/ooff
These orange, CWU Wildcat Frisbees, were cheap at their regular retail price
- now they're p,riced to move right out the door and onto the lawns outside
your residence hall! At this price you can get half a dozen - but hurry, they
won't last for long.

TENNIS BALLS 20°/ooff
Optic orange and Optic yellow (which looks lime green to me) Tennis Balls byWilson are
a super value this week at The University Store.

Stop in and get ready for a whole

summer of sun and tennis - Stock up on a great buy on a great tennis ball.

BADMINTON NETS 400/ooff
Have you ever played killer badminton? It's great fun. Badminton used to be maligned as
a fairly dainty game. Not so any more. Univeristy students across the country are bringing
a more aggressive attitude to the game and therefore breathing new life into the sport. We
have the nets available at a super low price this week, while they last. If killer badminton
sounds good to you, you might want to consider picking up a spare.

·watch for the Textbook Buyback Coupon

Sale .appearing in next 'Neeks Crierl
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tudent finds Hospice
a learning experience

'Thank God for Bill Wensle!y'

By DENISE EHLIS

A .journeyman silver and
goldsmith who studied at the
Chicago Art Institute and the
American Academy of Art, Bill
Wensley now works his craft on
people instead of precious metals.
With his daily routine taking him
from CWU's classrooms and the
Speech and Hearing Clinic to local
hospitals, nursing homes and the
houses of community people struggling back to communication from
strokes, emotional trauma or other
conditions, ~peech pathologist
Wensley's Volvo is a familiar sight
to most Ellensburg health care
people. One can best learn what
Wensley does by following him
several hours during his mid-week
schedule.
The ·first · stop is the home of
Harry Duranceau, World War II
hero, recipient of the Congressional Medal of Honor, recent double amputee, having lost both his
legs to diabetes-related infections.
Harry had his first stroke four
and a half years ago, and his fapiily was told he would neither walk
or talk again.
"I remember the first time Bill
Wensley walked into my hospital
room. I thought, 'Oh, gees, this
guy's going to teach me how to
talk?' You know, he stuttered, and
he has that beard... "
For more than three years,
Duranceau continued, Wensley
worked with him daily, through
two more strokes, teaching him to
speak again.
"It's not only speaking, but it's
also psychology that he does,"
Duranceau said, relating the emotional problems that his leg amputations brought.
"All I could say after my first
stroke was 'No, no, no.' But Bill
and I together made liars out of the
medical profession," Duranceau
said.
"Thank God for ·sill Wensley,"
Duranceau said. "He made me feel
like a human being again."
Wensley's next stop was at the
home of a woman who has progressed since her stroke nine months ago to speaking carefully pronounced phrases. Hand-lettered
signs around the house gave her
visual cues about everyday chores,
like "Take the dogs out," and the
names of her adult children are
listed on the wall to stimulate her
memory and speech.
As he sits across the kitchen
table from the woman asking her
to name familiar objects, recall
the names of her children and
make a shopping list for needed
groceries, Wensley says, "You
learn to write upside down in this
business."
Asking how she's getting along,
Wensley learns her frustration at
not being able to understand her
family when they speak rapidly,

Of the Campus Crier

CWU Professor Bill Wensley receives a handshake of thanks from Harry
·Duranceau. Wensley, one of three CWU professionals in the Speech and
Hearing Clinic, helped Duranceau speak again after a series of strokes.
and their not being able to identify
what she is saying when she is excited or in a hurry.
"There's a lot more to this than
putting words together, you
know," Wensley reminds her, as
he promises to talk with her fami· ly.
Next stop was Kitittas Valley
Memorial Hospital, to work with
an elderly woman recovering from
a recent stroke. His session with
her was short. She cannot yet
make voluntary movements with
her tongue.
He also looked in on another patient, a young woman who hastemporarily lost her ability to speak
because of an emotional trauma.
Wensley's four mid-afternoon
visits demonstrated that speech
· therapy involves much more than
speech.
The ability, and willingness, to
listen to what's not being said, the
concern for the whole person
rather than just a speech problemthese make for a therapist who's
worth his salt.
Wensley has been a speech
pathology professor at CWU since
1963. Earning bachelor's and .
master's degrees in speech
pathology and psychology at
Western Michigan University, he
has been a speech therapist in
Michigan public schools, a clinician at Northwestern University's
and the University of Tennessee's
stuttering therapy programs, and
speech consultant to the Oregon
State Department of Education.
·wensley is just one of three professionals at Central Washington
Universitys' Speech and Hearing
Clinic, which trains students
preparing for careers in diagnosis
and treatment in that area.
The CWU speech pathology and
audiology faculty and students are
hosting an open house of clinic
facilities Friday, May 29, from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in CWU's
Bouillion Hall 214.
_
The CWU center is directed by

Dr. Richard Franzen, audiologist,
and staffed by speech pathologists
Cherie Ri~hardson and Wensley,
along with student interns.
The CWU · clinic is a training
facility for Central students, as
well as providing free professional
care to the public. Diagnostic and
therapeutic services are provided
to children and adults with speech,
language or hearing problems.
For clients from newborns to
those in their 90's, the clinic provides both individual and group
therapy for stutterers, those with
language or articulation disorders,
stroke victims with aphasia and
many others.
Clients "find" the clinic through
word of mouth and referral from
public schools, physicians and
hearing aid dealers.

In the days when people complain and no one wants to get involved, CWU, can be proud of Julie
Fox, a graduating community
health major, whose job and hobbies include helping people.
·
Fox arrived at CWU in 1977
said it was quite a revelation compared to her hometown of Mabton,
Washington, which is six miles out
of Sunnyside.
When she started college, her
original career goal was forestry
but instead, her life seemed to
revolve around health issues.
So Fox utilized her two scholarships to start her down the road to
what
she
calls
''crisis
intervention." I call it emergency
care because it's ' definitely an
emergency," she said.
Different health programs she
has been involved in include Rape
Relief, Battered Women and
CWU' s family and Domestic
Violence Organization. She feels
these are all emergency situations
for the people involved.
As if all of these training programs weren't enough to keep her
busy, Fox also donates her time to
the March of Dimes and UNICEF,
. in addition to Circle K and CWU' s
Student Health Club. ,
One of Fox's most enlighting intership experiences took place at
the Sunnyside Hospice program at
Sunnyside General Hospital last
fall. She worked as assistant to the
Director of Social Services, dealing with terminally ill patients.
"The patients know they are dy-

JULIE FOX

" ... they are emergency situations
for the people involved."
ing, but we don't make them accept it," Fox said. "We just put
that patients needs first. He's
number one in ·our book."
Fox said she gained many things
during her three months at Sunnyside. Besides the outstanding
Hospice program, she was also involved in patient assessment, interviewing and education. This experience will hopefully be the :start
of a career for the graduating
senior.
In the days of most people searching for a high paying, powerful
job, Fox is truly.a rare breed. Her
main goal in life "isn't to make a
lot of money,'' she said.
"Social Service isn't always considered a fun area, or a lucrative
one," she said. "but it's . very
rewarding."

(

HONDA CIVIC DX.
-A LOT FOR A LITTLE.
The-1981 Honda Civic 1500 DX features
Honda's best gas mileage;* front-wheel drive,
transverse-mounted CVCC® engine, 4-wheel
inde~ndent suspension, and many other important engineering refinements.
. The spacious interior offers fully reclining
front bucket seats with adjustable headrests,
luxuriant carpeting and handsome interior trim.
So much, for so little.

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS
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We make it simple.
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A FIELD E~ERIENCE IN·
FORMATION meeting for
Cooperative Education intership
students will be held June 1 at 3
p.m. The meeting will include a
discussion of procedures for applying for field experience credit,
various opportunities·into field and
advise students about how to seek
internship opportunities.
INTERDISCIPLINARY
STUDIES 290class positions
available for summer quarter Qnly
include front desk clerk, part-time
secretary, sales, marketing1
.
research, fast-food counter hel. :>,
plus others. Contact Tim Hill,
Cooperative Educcation Q_ffice.
JAY ROCKEY PUBLIC RELATIONS VICE-PRESIDENT ART
ME.ltRICK will speak Monday,
June 1at9 ~.m. in Black Hall 108.
Merrick will speak on the subjects
of PR & Community Relations.
This event, which should be of particular interest to all communications, -mass media, and business
majors and minors, is open to the
public and sponsored by the CWU
chapter of the Public Relations
Student Society of America.
ENGLISH MAJORS AND
MINORS are reminded of _the coffee hour scheduled ·for today,
'Thursday, May 28 from 2-4 p.m. in
the L & L Faculty Lounge.
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SUMMER SESSION FEE
CHANGE. Summer session fulltime fees (10 credits or more) will
be $289 for unmatr-iculated
students and $332 for Master's candidates. Part-time fees (nine
credits or less) will be $29 per
credit for unmatriculated students
and $34 per credit for Master's candidates;

GRADUATING
SENIORS
THE
VETERANS
AD· . ALL FACULTY MEMBERS are
LEAVING CAMPUS IN JUNE be MINISTRATION announced that urg.e d to discourage the practice of
sure to stop by the Career Planning students receiving VA Educational - skating in school buildings. The
& Placement Center to 1)make ' Benefits and will be attending at CWU physicaJ plant reports that it
sure your file is complete. 2)com- least half-time for the full summer ' is both unsafe and causes damage
plete a mailing card if you wish to session will receive benefits bet- to the floors.
be notified of teaching openings ween summer and fall quarters. If
during the summer. 3) let us know you wish benefits to continue unif you have accepted a position.
THE CAMPUS SAFETY
interrupted, you must make a $50
pre-payment toward fall tuition DEPARTMENT will hold a public
before July 15 and report to the VA auction of unclaimed property at
GRADUATING SENIORS RE- Office in Mitchell Hall. Those not : the Recreational Center, 14th and
MAINING ON CAMPUS IN JUNE attending summer quarter but Chestnut, May 30 at 10 a.m. Among
please stop by Career Planning & plan to return in the fall, can sign the items to be sold to the highest
Placement Center to 1) make sure for advance pay for fall before . bidder are 29 bicycles, one motor: cycle, two tape recorders, clothing
your file is complete. 2) check the ' leaving campus this quarter.
job listings 3) let us know if you '
and miscellaneous items.
1
have accepted a position.
EARN ELECTIVE CREDITS
TOWARDS YOUR MAJOR. If you
THE LATTER-DAY SAINT
THE CAREER PLANNING & already have a summer job lined
PLACEMENT CENTER provides up that is related to your major STUDENT ASSOCIATION of CWU services to help you plan a career and would like to know if you invites anyone interested to attend
and secure employment. Do not qualify for up to 15 credit hours of Institute Graduatiori Sunday, June
hesitate to write, call, or drop in if elective credit in your inajor area, 7, at 7 p.m. at the LDS Chapel,
you have any questions regarding contact Tim Hill at Cooperative Anderson and Manitoba. A recepfob search or the services Education/Internship Office, tion will follow the very special
program.
available.
I 963-2404,
I

1

A FREE YOUTH EMPLO~
MENT PROGRAM will again be
run by the Job Service for persons
between the ages of 14 and 21 and
from any economic'. background.
Job Service is located at 521 E. Mt.
View (across from Bi-Mart),
925-1919.

CENTRAL SINGLES is planning
a potluck picnic on Saturday, May
30. The picnic is in honor of all club
members who are leaving campus

1Class1·11·ed

at the end of this quarter. New
members are welcome. For more
information call 962-2425, 925-9639 '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
or 925-4541.

ELECTtt.ULYSIS
Permanent removal of unwanted hair.
Private and confidential. For more informa-

THERE WILL BE NO WORK
STUDY PROGRAMS during summer quarter, the office of financial
aid and counseling has announced.
For more information contact
Carol Drinkwater at the Student
Employment Office, 963-3008.

tion call Midge Standley, 925-4353.
:

Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call
William. evenings at 925-5937.

A necklace was found in the area of GhetzShorts Apartments. Call 963-l025 and identify.
For Sale - Irish Coffee. Warm, stimulating,
relaxing, 99 cents. Peters Inn, Downtown Seattle Third & Cherry.

Want to buy graduation tickets. Contact Patti

Help-Wanted. Inexperience reqllired. Peters
Inn, Downtown Seattle and Portland Cocktail
& Food Service. Part-time summer job. Apply

963-3461.

in person. Make fun and/ or money.

Yuktm wilderness photography - female June-July: Is there a short, petite, conservative, non-smoking, positive, enthusiastic,

outdoor young lady out there anywhere who
would enjoy assisting in bush flying, boating,
camping with a sincere, non-macho, honest,
openiy communicative, salt and pepper
- haired, educated, non-macho traveller? Snap
shots, interest swnmary, phone number
please, if comfortable. (Airmail) V. Cesner,
Box 8-588, Mountain View, Alaska
(through June 16).

99508

LAST SHOW OF THE YEAR
"DYNAMITE!"
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Seven make . 1981.
retirement plans
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Course teaches motorcycle safety

Joseph Conrad, plans to complete
his literary criticism of the author
Of the Campus Crier
this summer and then begin work
; on his second book.
''I'm busy doing the things I've ' Teets also plans to travel to the
wanted to do my whole life," ex- ;East Coast this summer and
claims Dr. Donald Goetschius, who ;England next.summer. Teets came
retired fall quarter after 24 years to Central from Purdue University
of teaching in the education in 1967. _
department at Central. Goetschius Ariother member of the eaucais one of eight professors who have tion department, Dr. :Dohn A. .
or will retire in the next year.
Miller, will retire at the end of fall
Goetschius was honored at a quarter.
retirment dinner May 9 at the Miller joined QWU's special
Thunderbird Restaurant. He came education faculty in 1958. He plans
to CWU from Central Nebraska trips south in the winter for he and
Teacher's College in 1957. Profess- his wife upon retirement.
ing he do~esn't get bored with life, Dr. Robert E. Silver, profesGoetschius says he now has more sional supervisor in the Bremerton
time to enjoy golfing, gardening area, is also retiring from the
and square dancing.
education department this sumGeorge H. Fadenrecht, professor mer. Silver may continue working
of Librarianship is counting the .for the university on a part-time
days until his retirement ~t the end ba:;is. He has been .a CWU faculty '
of winter quarter . . "Fm going to member since 1966.
make my own schedule," said Louise A. Tobin, assistant proFadenrecht, who plans to do fessor of home economics, family
research for his bibliography. He and consumer studies retired at
also said he wants to see some of the end of fall 19BO. She had
Washington and the Northwest he taught at the university since 1959.
hasn't seen yet.
Dr. Wilma L. Moore, professor of
Bruce E. Teets, professor of health educati:0n, retired last
English will retire at the end of August. Moore served chairperson
, summer quarter. Teets, a scholar physical education at Central for
of novelist/short story writer eight years. She came here in 1962.
By LEANNE LaBISSONIERE

1

"The class was open to anyone ! pn your own. It also helped me buy
with a valid Washington state a motorcycle, because I knew what
Of the Campus Crier
Drivers License," said Tope, "and . type of bike fit me the best/' stated
.
.
.
. it prepared the student to take the Tim Strong of the CWU music
With the high price ·of gasolme . test to receive a motorcycyle en- department.
,, . .
.
.
these days people are looking for · dorcement that the state requires
· the most economical way to do of anyone riding a motorcycle on
T~s is the first tune we. have
their qriving. As a result, we ,are · . the street.,,
r hap this class, but .we are ho~mg ~o
seeing motorcycyles on the streets.
The nine students who took the hold another ses~i~n sometune m
From April 27, through May 12, course were very happy with the June. If anyone is .mterested th~y
the CWU off-campus program of- res~ts. One student, Diana Parker can co~ta?~ Ron Hill~ for more ~h,
fered a course on motorcycle safe- said ''The ·course helps you to formation Tope said-. Johnson s.
ty. The main goal of the course was ove;come any fears you may have Honda and Elle~sburg Y ~maha
to help inexperienced people learn about riding a motorcycle. If you donated the 14 bik~s used m the
the basic skills of riding a motor- laern the right way to ride you_ class.
The course is a statewide project ·
cycyle.
become more confident." "This
Every evening from 5: 30 - 7: 30 course teaches the right way to and other classes will be held this ·
. t~e class met ~t. the Ellensburg ride, and corrects any bad habits sununer in seven different coun- ,
High School dr1vmg range to go you might have picked-up learning ties within the state.
through a total of 12 hours in class
'
and 10 hours riding.
By PETER VERNIE

1

COStS--'--------------------

The two instructors for the
course were Ray Tope and Lori Sitton both Central students majoring
in <;>ccupational Health and Safety.
"We covered basic skills like shifting, curving, maintanence, and
the theories of driving on the
street," Sitton stated, "But
because of insurance problems we
didn't do any on the road training
in traffic.''

-

From page three

transportation and other items. A
safe bet would be to add 10 percent
to each, giving one an idea of the
cost for next year. This would br·
ing books up to approximate!~·
$330, and other items to around
$1,485, an increase of about $165.
So what will be the total cost for

the average students at CWU next
, year? Approximately $4,674, as ·
compared to last year's $4,078. The
total increase will amount to
around $600. Well, as they say,
"What goes up, must come down."
Right?

Music.chairman Haruda
This is a special end of the year. Thank You sale for students
,
& · fa(•uh~· only who have helped suppost us durin~ a dif: · uh ~·ear

NOTICE :

retires after 30 years

·-----·---~----------------, ! r-------------------~------1
Athletic Shoes
_SCHWINN~·;_
special

By PETER VERNIE
Of the Campus Crier

Dr. Joe Haruda, the head of the
CWU music department for the
past seven years and member of
the school's faculty for three
decades, will· retire at the end of
the 1981 summer term.
: The personable and humorous
Haruda first came ·to Central as a
teacher of voi.ce and assistant
choral director to former CWU
Professor Wayne Hertz.
"The growth of the music
department is the most dramatic
change I have seen 'in my 30
years," Haruda said. "In 1953 we
had seven faculty members. Now
. we have 19. I have seen the school
grow from 900 to over 5,000
students." He has also worked at
CWU through three of its name
changes.
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The recent popularity of the Central Swingers and Jazz bands are
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no surprise to Haruda. "Not only
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chestra are doing excellent work," ;
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jazz band are popular because
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today. It goes in trends,.''
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Although he has no long range
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plans for his retirement, Haruda
does plan to do some traveling to
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visit his children. After that his onI
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•
A
1
ly plan is to rest.
(
An evening to honor Haruda will
take place Saturday, May 30. Starting with a no-host cocktail hour at
6 · p.m. ·at the Ellensburg Elks
Lodge, followed with a dinner at 7
p.m. Tickets are $7.50. · Former
Professor Wayne Hertz will serve
:
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rJ
as master of ceremonies for the
tribute.
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Campus Crier

Central Washington University

Thursday, May 28, 1981

-·

''''
••••
·HAPPY HOUR 6 - I 0 A.M.

SAT. MAY 30T.H!!!!
INAL HARDCORE!!!·
FOR PIZZA MIA - NEXT_QUARTER - NEW NAME
.

.

HARDCORE T-SHIRTS

LIMITED E·D ITION .
ORIGINAL HARDCORE SIDE I • FINAL HARDCORE SIDE 2

IT'SYOUR LAS.T CHANCE TO SAY- I WAS THERE
LIMITED SEATING - BE THERE EARLY!!!!
CALL -YO.U
. R FRIENDS ON THE
. WEST S·I DE
THEY WON'T WANT TO MISS IT!!!!

925-1111

925-2222

unc·· 1 Special . ·
Salad and
half Sandwich ·
$2. 5 .

..

PIZZAS
Cheese
.1· or 2 Items
3 Item Combo
or Vegie
.

4 - 5 Items
WO R KS

GRINDERS

C-.n«dian Bacon or Vcgie or Pepperoni
lloast Beef 30oi Extra

c -,,.,, :e.

Bake d and Garnished with
Tomatoes and Onions Served 111.it

SMALL
$1.95

.

MEDIUM
$2 .95

~

. . . 28

F- 1ckles .

~ ota!J Chips

LARGE
$3.75

10

8"

10" 12"

14"

16.. .

